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Space in Africa covers the business, technology, science
discoveries, events and political news in the African space
and satellite industry.
Space in Africa has grown to become the premier source of
space related news in Africa. We travel across the continent
to document milestones, discoveries and events in the
African Space Industry. From interviews and events, to
policies and discoveries, to milestones and amazing
projects, to new space start-ups and breaking news of
missions and satellites projects, at Space in Africa; you’ll
find something amazing every day

Our international, modern and forward-thinking audience ranges
from the leaders of government agencies to project leaders,

OUR
AUDIENCE

scientists, engineers and students, as well as general readers with
an interest in space. Space in Africa is an excellent platform for
authoritative articles and bringing people together across the
African space community. Our contents have been trusted by
leading global space institutions like International Astronautical
Federation, International Space University, Space Generation
Advisory Council etc.

Space in Africa authors are experts, aerospace
industry leaders and scientists from all over the
world, whose work and contributions is interesting
and often influential for future development in the
African space Industry

OUR
CONTRIBUTORS

OUR BOARD

Space in Africa has a distinguished Board of international leaders, representing
organisations, industry and academia from aerospace, space science and related
domains across the globe, including Germany, Canada, Nigeria, USA.
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Audience Demography
Space in Africa audience are majorly from
Africa but with a growing interest from
outside of Africa. 46.21% of our audience are
from Africa while the rest are scattered across
the World

Audience
Space in Africa currently have over 12,000
monthly visitors growing at 20% every month.
Our audience work for Government, Space
agencies, companies, research and academic
institutions, non-governmental institutions,
professionals, etc. It also include students

ADVERTISEMENT
With online access to articles, newsletters, the latest
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news and a community news and conference news page,
along with an expanding presence on Twitter,
LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook, visitors to Space in
Africa are increasing significantly. Prominent
positions are available for banner advertisements.
jPEG, GIF or PNG format. - An active clickthrough
URL should be submitted with artwork
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